*If you are interested in adding an activity to your party, please indicate that on
the "Special Requests" line of the birthday party reservation form.

Discovery Dino Egg Excavation | $25
Channel your inner paleontologist! Add a dinosaur-themed activity to your party,
including 25 dinosaur eggs that the guests can use tools to "hatch." Guests will excavate
a mini dinosaur toy inside each egg to take home!

Funky Fizzy Artwork | $25
Watch your children bubble with excitement as they create artwork that fizzes before
their eyes. Add this STEAM activity to your party where baking soda and vinegar make
a fun, fizzy reaction. Follow this link to watch a demonstration of this unique addition
that could be added to your birthday party experience.

Slimy Bug Juice! | $25
Get messy concocting ooey-gooey slime. Working with pre-portioned ingredients, each
party guest will mix up a personal batch of slime. Guests will then choose their color
and add small plastic bugs to live in their new slimy environment. At the end of the
party each guest will take home their individual bag of slime—that means party favors
are covered! This activity can only be reserved for the 4pm party time.

Wonderous Foam | $40
Is your child a burgeoning chemist? With this exciting add-on, each party guest will be
able to create their own chemical reaction. A Discovery Lab educator will lead your
guests in this fascinating science experiment resulting in tall columns of foam!

Steady Sidekick | $25
This activity is a balancing act! Your guests will use provided materials to create a
carefully balanced toy that they can take home. See how long yours will balance!

Inflatable Reaction | $40
Can you blow up a balloon without blowing? Find out with this science experiment
add-on! A Discovery Lab educator will lead your guests in this exciting chemical
reaction that's sure to wow!

Squishy Sculptures| $25
Calling all sculptors! Your child and guests will create amazing sculptures with colorful
packing peanuts and other supplies provided with this add-on. See who can craft the
tallest tower, make the fastest car, create the silliest animal, or anything else their
bright little minds can conceive!

*Price is for up to 25 guests.

